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FISHERIES ENVIRONIV1ENTAL REPORTS

Th'is report'is one of a series of reports issued by Fisheries Research
Division on important issues related to environmental matters. They
are issued under the following criteria:

(1) They are informal and should not be cited without the author's
permi ssi on.

(2) They are for limited circulation, so that persons and
organ'isati ons norma'lly recei vi ng Fi sheri es Research Di vi si on
publications shouìd not expect to receive copies automaticalìy.

(3) Copies wìlì be issued initia'lìy to organisations to which the
report is d'irectly re'levant.

(4) Copies wiì1 be issued to other appnopriate organisations on
request to Fisheries Research Division, Ministry of Agricuìture
and Fisheries, P.0. Box 8324, Riccarton, Christchurch.

(5) These reports wiìl be issued where a substantial report is
required with a time constraint, e.9., a submission for a tribunal
heari ng.

(6) They will also be issued as interim reports of on-going
env'ironmental stud'ies for wh'ich year by year or intermittent
reporting is advantageous. These interim reports will not
preclude formal scientific publication.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The lower LJaitaki River (tne OS-fm portion of the l,laitaki downstream

of ldaitaki Power Station) has been proposed by the New Zeaìand

Electric'ity Division (NZED) as the site for a 900-Mtl hydro-eìectric

development. Various options for deve'lopment have been presented and

discussed by Mìnistry of llorks and Development (L979) and McColl and

Natusch (1982). One of these opt'ions prov'ides for a residual river as a

means of conserving the fishery, wildìife, and recreationa'l values of

the lower I'laitaki. It is thought that this option holds the greatest

notential for maint-ainino t-he oualities of the nresent river lGravnot-hf -'-'--'-" -""'-¿ f--. '-'-- -"- r

Pi erce, and !,li ng 1981) .

In 1981 "demonstration channels" that made use of a series of

intenlinked side braids adjacent to the blaitaki River were established

near Duntroon (F'ig. 1) (Knowìes and Pierce 1982). The channels are

protected from flood waters and have flow rates controlled at from 5 to

aO m3/s. Studies have been done'in the channels to determine and

evaìuate habitat characteristics to be inconporated into a residual

riven. Many environmental panameters have to be measured to aìlow the

appìication of various methods for assessing instream flow and habitat

values in the demonstration channels. However, the usefulness of a few

of the measurements, for example the amount of shade or cover provided

by overhangi ng vegetation (particu'larly wi llow trees), 'is not clear.

Although the trees are aesthetically appealing and help stabilise river

banks, the assumption that they improve fish habitat is not supported by

di rect evi dence.

Benefits of overhanging willows could incìude shade and cover for

fish, in fallen branches or roots, and an increased supply of
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allochthonous material, such as catkins and leaf falì, to the stream.

The willows may aìso influence the flight patterns of insects over the

water and the rate at which terrestrial insects fall into the water.

This report describes a simpìe means of measuring insect contact

with the water surface. Because insects which fall on to or are

associated with the water surface may be consumed by fish, the method

provides a measure of potential food for fish. No elaborate equipment

is needed and results are suitable for rnaking simuìtaneous comparisons

between I ocat'i ons .

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The method is an application of the water trap, wh'ich catches

insects in a container of diìute aqueous detergent. The detergent

reduces the surface tension, so that the solution will not support an

insect. Insects that come into contact with the surface are held there

and drown.

Four experimental sampler arrangements were tried, of which t,he

f'loating-platform sampìer was the simplest and in one form or another

the most recommendable. The other arrangements were used to test the

functioning of the floating-platform sampler.

The floating-platform sampìer (Fig. 2) consisted of four tin cans,

each 10 cm in diameter and 5 cm deep, supported on a styrofoam platform

30 x 30 x 5 cm. The platform had a central hole through wh'ich a

metal stake could pass freely. The platform was held in p'lace by a

metaì stake driven into the streambed, but was free to rise and fall
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FIGURE 2. The float'ing-platform samplêr in siru.
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with the water level. In windy conditions it would be better to double

the thickness of the platform and to cut recesses in the float surface

to hold the cans.

Hanging-can samplers consisted of the same tin cans suspended just

above the water surface from a horizontal metal cross support held on a

meta'l stake. Eight cans were suspended at 15- and 35-cm intervals aìong

each of the four arms of the support. The supporting arms t{ere welded

to a central metaì tube which fitted over the metal stake.

Tray samplers consisted of white plastic photographic trays

31 x 21 x 4 cm. These were heìd in pairs just above the water surface

on an H-shaped horizontal metal support clamped to a central metal stake

driven into the streambed.

Clear samp'lers used the same support as the tray samplers, but the

white trays were replaced by clear acrylic shelves 34 x 13 x 0.5 cm. The

detergent solution was held in four clear acrylic containers, each 11 cm

in d'iameter and 6 cm deep.

Each container was half fiìled with di.lute detergent and left
exposed for 24 h. The detergent used was biodegradable Hurst ìotion

detergent. Diluted at about I part per 100 parts of water, the

detergent had a faint straw co'lour and a bare'ly detectable odour.

Trapped insects were carefully removed from each can and placed in

sepanate vials of 60% alcohol for identification and counting. In the

analysis, counts were related to the sizes of trapped insects, which were

either very sma'll (less than 1.5 mm), smal I (1.5-3.0 nrn), medium

(3.0-6.0 nun), or large (greater than 6.0 rrn).

A station in an open section of the 10-m3/s channel (station 1) was

the reference station and was used in every experiment. Simultaneous
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comparisons over 24 h wene made between this station and stations 2, 3,

and 4 (in the 5-, 10-, and 20-m3/s channels respectively); station 5 in

one of the replicate channels (0.25 m3/s, located 15 km downstream on

the south side of the l,la'itaki Riven); and station 6 (an open section of

the tlaitaki River at Duntroon) (Fig. 1). There were willows at stations

2 and 3, and station 4 was open. Another station (2a), in an open area

in the 5 m3/s channel and adjacent to station 2, was used on'ly once.

Additional comparisons were made between the floating-pìatform sampler

and the other sampler arrangements operating simultaneously over 24 h at

the same station. A sampl'ing array usually consisted of 2-6 samplers

(8-24 conta'iners) or, when trays were used, 8 trays.

The Mann-llhitney u-test was used to compare the number (n) of

insects trapped per conta'iner (counts) at a given station when different

samplers were used simultaneously. Comparisons between containers of

different s'izes necessitated converting the numbers to a va.lue per unit

surface area equivalent to the lO-cm-diameter cans most frequentìy used.

Simultaneous comparisons between two stations, and three stations when

there were unequal numbers of containers, reìied on the same statistical

test.0n 6-7 April when three stations had equal numbers of containers,

the Kruskal-l,lal.lis test followed by a nonparametric muìtiple comparison

equivalent of the Newman-Keuls test was used. A ch'i-square (x2)

analys'is was used to test the hypothesis that the size-frequency

di stri but'ions of j nsects trapped were 'independent of trappi ng ìocat'ion

or type of sampler. Because in all counts the variances were far ìarger

than the means, â log n or log n+l transformat'ion of the counts was used

'in regression ana'lyses and in the calculation of the confidence

'intervals about the arithmetic means, as recommended by Elliott (1977).
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3. RESULTS

An initial experiment at stat'ion 1 on ?5-26 November 1982 was

designed to test the operation of the floating-platform sampler and

examine the hypothesis that catches differed aìong a gradient fnom shore

to m'id channel; that is, that there was a s'ignificant edge effect.

Floating-platform samplers wene placed on shore and at 2.5-m intervals

lo L2.5 m, which was the middle of the channel. The catch on shore was

ìow, but traps over waten showed little difference reìated to distance

offshore. A Kruskal-þlallis test just failed to reject the hypothesis

ll,rr# ¡rf ¡lrac r.ra¡a .l-ha crma in rl I f Fâñc I r, - 1t'l 1tO -,? - 11 n7n.Lrrqv vqvvrrLJ weru erre rqilre rr¡ q¡r vrqyr \-c Lw.tLJ, Ã 0.05r5 
¡¡.v,v,

0.1 > p > 0.05). The obv'ious discrepancy t,as the shore sampler, which

caught on'ly 15 insects in 4 cans as aga'inst 90-L?9 for the sampìers over

water. Mean number (i) of insects per can oven the water was 27.15
ot

(vari ance ("t) 102.55) . S'ifìcê sÁ i s greater than i, a contag'ious

distribution of the insects trapped is impìÍed.

A regression of log n against d'istance from shore gave a slope of

0.0116, which was clearly not significant (r'= 1.27L,lgdf). Therefore,

it was concluded that the shore counts were different (lower) than the

counts over water, but that the latter did not vary with d'istance from

shore in a channel 25 m wide.

0n 29-30 November 1982 the experiment was repeated at station 1, but

samplers were added at 1.25 and 3.75 m from shore. A regression of log

n against distance from shore was not sign'ificant (r = 1.431,26df),

confirming the conclusion that the number of insects trapped did not

vary wìth distance fnom shore.

There was the possibility the floating-platform sampler might act

a surface skimmer and the number of insects trapped might be'inflated

as

by
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those that cnawled on to the samplers and feì'l into the cans. This was

examined by comparing catches in hang'ing-can samplers with those taken

by floating-platform samplers. 0n 7-8 December 1982, two

floating-platform and one hanging-can samplers were compared at stations

I and 6. In both locations there were no sign'ilicant differences

(Mann-l,lhitney p > 0.05) in the number of insects trapped. A x? anaìysis

of the size frequencies of insects trapped showed no difference between

the two types of samplers at station 1 or the mone exposed station 6.

However, at station 6 the hanging-can traps caught no ìarge insects, and

so the "no difference" conclus'ion was unsat'isfactory (and was probably

the result of eombining medium-sized and ìarge-sized insects for the

anaìysi s ) . The hangi ng-can sampl er had one obv'i ous di sadvantage; the

cans swung in the wìnd and this may have repelled larger, more active

i nsects.

The experiment was repeated at station 1 on 14-15 December L982,

when there was a warm, moderate NE breeze blowing. The result confirmed

that there was no difference in numbers of insects trapped nor in their

size-frequency distribution. The hanging-can sampler was not used aga'in

because of the wind problem and because it was more difficult to openate

than the floating-platform sampler.

The apparently contagious distribution of the ìnsects trapped

prompted a comparison of catches in different sized containers. Trays

w'ith an area of 593 cmz (7.563 times larger than the cans) were used in

an experiment at station I on 6-7 January 1983. This showed that the

number of insects tnapped per unit of surface area was not significant'ly

different between the trays and the cans (Mann-l,lhitney p > 0.05), but

the s'ize distribution was different (xZ = 11.07, 3 df, p 1 0.25). The

cans captured more large and fewer small insects than the trays. This
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result raised the possibiìity that the cans were acting as "islands"

which might attract certain insects. This seemed particularly likeìy

because many of the large insects captured were Diptera not normally

associated with water. To investigate this possibility a transparent

sampler t,{as compared with the floating-platform sampler. The c'lear

containers were sìightìy ìarger than the cans (95.0 cm2 and 78.5 cn?

respectiveìy) therefore counts 'in the cìear containers wene muìtipìied

by 0.826 to correct for area.

Results from an experiment on 24-25 January 1983 at station 1

-h^..,^,{ +h.+ +h^ f'lna+iññ ^'l a+fnam armn'la¡c ¡r,rnh+ mn¡a iaca¡'Þc }[r:n ]lrnJilrrt!Eu r,tlqu !,rtt ttvqutrly-Plr¡ulvt¡il Jqil¡P1çtJ vr¡uYrlu llrvlE llrJgwuJ urrqll 9tlg

clear samp'lers (Mann-l,lhitney p < 0.02). [n add'ition, there v{as a highly

significant (p << 0.001) difference in the proportions of different

sized 'insects trapped. The float'ing-platfonm sampler had more large and

small insects and fewer medium-sized insects than the clear sampler.

The experiment was repeated during ?4-25 February 1983 in cooìer

conditions. Catches wene greatìy reduced and the numbers of insects

tnapped by the two types of sampler were not significantly d'ifferent. A

third experiment on 25-27 February 1983 (and done over 48 h to ìncrease

numbers of insects trapped) confirmed this resuìt. It appeared that the

two types of sampìers caught the same numbers of insects; though this

result should be regarded with some reservation.

The nesuìts of x2 analyses of the size-frequency distribution of

insects trapped wene inconsistent. The experiment of ?4-?5 February

1983 produced almost identicaì proportions of sma1l to medium and ìarge

insects in the two samplers, whereas that of ?5-?7 February 1983 showed

the floating-platform sampler had an excess of large 'insects compared

with the clean samp'lers. These large insects were either Diptera or

Trichoptera and the proportions of each wene identical in the two types

of samp'l e n.
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Aìl other experiments were carried out with the floating-platform

samplers, because they were by far the easiest samplers to handle. The

results are summanised in Table 1. For each location the mean number of

insects trapped per square metre per day and 95% confidence intervals

are given. The size distribution of insects captured, the numben of

cans used, and the probabilities of there being "no significant

difference" between the vanious comparisons are also g'iven.

catches at stat'ion 1 varied significantìy during the season (Fig.

3). The weather had a distinct infìuence on the catches, and the

seasonal patterns suggested in Figure 3 may be affected by this. A note

on the weather is provided'in Table 1 to facilitate interpretation of

the seasonal changes in numbers of insects trapped.

4. DISCUSSION

Tests on various types of sampìers did not reveal dist'inct

differences in their performance. The possibility that the

floating-platform sampler might, provide an inf'lated count by acting as a

surface skimmer was not supported by resuìts of comparisons with the

hanging-can, tray, or clear sampìers, which could not act in this way.

Tests to compare the clean sampler with the floating-platform

sampler gave equivocaì resuìts. In two out of three experiments the

numbers of insects trapped were not significantly d'ifferent, but on

these occasions catches were fairìy low. In one experiment the

floating-platform sampler caught more insects than the clear sampler,

and the proportions of the size groups of insects trapped were manked'ly

dissimilar. The biggest dispanity in numbers of insects trapped was

among the large Diptera, where 24 cans caught 58 and r? clear plastic

containers caught 13. Also, in one of the two experiments in wh.ich
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t An open statlon adjacent to statlon 2, saø p.9.
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numbers of insects trapped did not differ, the cans caught more ìarge

insects (Diptera and Trichoptera) than the clear containers. This

impìied that the f'loating-platform samplers (with shiny metal cans) were

attracting some of the ìarger insects. In terms of total numbens of

insects trapped, ôry error caused by this is small, but it may have an

influence on the size distribution of the catch. The performance of the

floating-platform sampler was considened acceptable because of its ease

of operation. However, if more detaiìed studies are to be done in

futune, the platform would be better made of clear plastic and the

containers either made as pant of the platform, or held on the platfonm

in suitable recesses.

An expected increase in the number of insects trapped cìoser to the

river edge was not found. Most insects trapped had aquatic larval

stages and appeared to be evenly distributed over the water surface in

an open channel. The numbers trapped in samplers placed only 30 cm from

the water's edge were less than in samplers further away from the edge,

and the catches'in sampìers close to the edge incìuded more terrestrial

forms such as Herniptera and also Collembola. No experiments were

conducted'in wide channels, and it is possible that in wide areas of the

river there may be less insect activity over the water in the centre of

the channel. There v{as no obv'ious edge effect, and the idea that young

fish near the margin of the channel are at an advantage because they

have more opportunity to prey on surface insects or those of terrestrial

origin was not support,ed by these observations.

Results from s'imultaneous comparisons between locat,ions were not

predictable (Table 1). Two comparisons (29-30 Novemben and 7-8

December) between station 6 (which was very open and exposed with little
vegetatìon on the marginal islands) and station 1 showed a difference'in
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the size distribution of the catch on the second occasion. The

availability of surface insects on the l,laitaki River appeared to be as

great as the much more protected, open, neference location (station 1)

in the channel with a controìled flow of 10 m3/s. This result is hard

to understand and should be t,ested with additional observations.

Four comparisons between station 1 and station 3 (under a marginal

willow canopy) gave inconsistent results (Table 1). In one comparison,

the traps at station 1 caught more insects than those at station 3, in

two comparisons there vúere no differences in numbers trapped at the

stations, and in the fourth the traps at station 3 caught the most

insects. The experiment in wh'ich more insects were tnapped under the

willows was done in summer, whereas the experiment in wh'ich mone'insects

were trapped at station I was in autumn.

In two experiments, floating-platform samplers at station 2 (wh'ich

was heavily shaded by a canopy of wil'lows) caught fewer insects than

those at station 1. These experiments were done in late summer and

autumn.

In most of the above comparisons between open and tree-shaded sites,

there were highìy significant differences in the size distribution of

the insects trapped. There tended to be fewer smalì insects in December

samples and fewer medium insects (for example, oxyethira) in the April

samples under the wi'llow canopy. The trees did not appear to prov'ide

any special benefit which would increase insect activity, nor did they

appear to provide shelter to smaller insects. If anything, there

appeared to be more insect activity over the open channel.

The greatest differences between locations occurred on 13-14 March

1983 and 6-7 April 1983, when floating-platform samplers at station 4
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caught 6 and 1.5 t'imes as many insects as at station 1. These big

differences were caused by large numbers of necently emerged oxsethira

wh'ich were caught in station 4 traps.

Data from the experimental sites ranked in increasing numbers of

insects trapped suggested that wider channels were more productive than

nanrower ones. However, more data on variations within channels and

between s'ites are needed to test this.

An expanded sampfing prognamme'is needed to test the above results.

Simuìtaneous comparisons of several matched habitats within each channel

would reduce errors caused by poss'ible local abundances of specific

'insects. If channel widths rather than habitats were important,

samplers pìaced randomly along the lengths of channels would be a

reasonabìe sampling strategy. Catches at any one site may be 'influenced

by the mixture of habitats in the vicinity, both upstream and downstream

of the site.

t¡ithin the demonstration channels there could be complicating

factors due to the layout of the channels, and the evolution of habitats

under a controlled flow regime couìd be 'investigated. If controlled

flow channels change 'in time because stable substrates and sediment,ation

allow the establishment of algaì and macrophyte communities, these

changes will be reflected in water quaìity, benthos, and fish

communities. The three feeder channels (5, 10, and 15 *3/t) all receive

tlaitaki River water at their intakes, and this water is subject to all

the perturbations due to impoundment, floods, and other cond'itions as it
flows down the l,laitaki River. During its passage down the channels it
wi 1 I be modi f i ed by physi caì and b'ioti c condi ti ons, so that water

entering the 20- and 30-m3/s channels is not the same as that entering



comparing locations where physicaì factors are similar, at different

distances aìong the length of controlled flow channels. Turbidity

measurements and quantities and particle sizes of suspended material

might be the easiest measurements to make to detect change. Channels of

different wi¿ìn, flow rates, and tree cover may not evolve at the same

rate. Some of the differences detected in the insect trapping

experiments may be a reflection of the complex situation prevailing in

the demonstration channels.
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